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The lavishness of having a pool is always associated with a number of concerns ranging from the
safety of the users to altering water at regular intervals. Even though most people simply adore the
idea of a pool in their backyard, not many are completely aware about the maintenance processes
required. Especially when it comes to selecting pool filter, many of the people with a pool in their
houses are unsure about the types of filters suitable for their pools..

It is apparent that not paying due attention to pool filter is sure to increase the frequency at which
the pool requires change of water. In addition to this, unfiltered water can result in a number of
health ailments as well. This is the cause it becomes extremely essential for every pool owner to opt
for reliable options such as Hayward pool filters, Intex pool filters, Jacuzzi pool filters, and the like.
However, regardless of whether you are going for a Hayward filters or a Jacuzzi filter, you need to
be aware of the options you have before you may make the purchase.

Cartridge Filters

To begin with, essentially the most commonly used type of pool filter is cartridge filters. These types
of filters operate with the aid of paper cartridges aimed at filtering out debris and other impurities
from the water. With a lifespan ranging from three to five years, these filters usually prove to be
quite light on the pockets of the buyers.

Sand Filters

A different type and perhaps the most well-known filters in residential pools are sand filters. These
filters use silica to attract impurities and may last for up to six years if good care is taken.
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For more information on a pool filter, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a pool filters!
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